JN WILD POWER 16

(INDIANA ELIGIBLE)

Bay Colt - Foaled March 24, 2019 - Freeze Brand #27666
Microchip #985141001069818

Art Major p, 4, 1:49.2
Artsplace p, 4, 1:48.4
Odds On Equuleus p, 1:47.3

Latte Lady p, 3, 1:52.4
Jennas Beach Boy p, 4, 1:47.3

WITCH DIRECTION

1st dam WILDFLOWER HANOVER p, 2, 1:54.4f, 3, 1:54.3f-'09, BT 1:53.3f'-09 ($156,697) 18 wins, by WESTERN IDEAL p, 1:48. At 2, winner of Donna Dunn Pace final at The Meadows; leg at The Meadows. NJSJ div (twice) at Freehold; second in Molly Pitcher S. elim at Freehold, NJSS div at Freehold; third in NJSS div at The Meadowlands. At 3, third in Blossom Series leg at The Meadowlands. As aged, third in Open at Buffalo. From 2 foals, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:57) including:

SILVERSTARS FLASH (g, Real Desire) p, 2, 1:56.4-'19, 3, 1:53.4f-'20, BT 1:53.20 ($13,320) 4 wins.

2nd dam WITCH FLIGHT p, 2, 1:56.2f, 3, 1:53.3f-'01, BT 1:53.2-01 ($171,315) 6 wins, by DRAGONS LAIR p, 1:51.3q. At 2, winner of La Paloma S. elim at Yonkers. PASS div at The Meadows, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs; third in MD Std. Race Fund div at Rosecroft, PASS div at The Meadows. At 3, winner of Hellen Dancer Memorial div at Freehold, MD Std. Race Fund at Rosecroft; second in Blossom Series leg at The Meadowlands, PASS div at The Meadows. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (2 in 1:53, 4 in 1:55, 7 in 1:57) including:

KAYLAS DREAM (m, No Pan Intended) p, 2, 1:53.3f, 3, 1:52.2f, 1:52.2f-16, BT 1:51.2f-13 ($332,692) 17 wins. At 2, second in Savilla Lobell Series leg at The Meadowlands; third in PASS div at Harrahs Casino div at Pocono Downs. At 3, third in James Lynch Memorial elim at Pocono Downs, PASS div at Harrahs Casino. At 4, second in Open at Yonkers. As aged, second in Open (twice) at Pompano Park; third in Open (twice) at Pompano Park. Dam of GD Rockin Kay p, 2, 1:55.2s-20, BT Q1:55s-20 ($3,750) etc.

3rd dam WITCH DOO HANOVER (m, Western Ideal) p, 2, 1:54.4f, 3, 1:54.3f-'09 ($156,697) 18 wins. As Above.

WALTRIP HANOVER (h, The Pacer) p, 2, 1:59.1s, 3, 1:53f, 4, 1:51.3s -09 ($91,584) 12 wins. At 4, winner of Open at Tioga Downs, (twice) at Vernon Downs; third in Joe Gerrity Jr. Memorial cons at Saratoga Harness. Open at Vernon Downs.

JUST ENOUGH (g, Allamerican Native) p, 2, 1:58.4f, 4, 1:55-'13, BT 1:54-13 ($42,238) 4 wins. At 4, third in Walter Russell Memorial LC leg at The Meadows.

WEEDY HANOVER (g, The Pacer) p, 3, 1:55.1-14, BT 1:53.3f-16 ($35,399) 5 wins.

WHISKER HANOVER (g, Cams Card Shark) p, 2, 1:57f, 3, 1:55.2f-06, BT 1:53.3f-06 ($11,360) 3 wins.

WOODRI HANOVER (g, Western Ideal) p, 3, 1:59.1h-15, BT 1:57f-15 ($10,517) 3 wins. .

4th dam WITCH DIRECTION p, 3, T1:56.4-91, BT 1:55.3-92 ($45,428) 9 wins, by DIRECT SCOOTER p, 3, 1:54. At 4, winner of Jersey Girls Series div at The Meadowlands; second in Comforter Series leg at The Meadowlands; third in Comforter Series cons at The Meadowlands, leg at The Meadowlands. Jersey Girls Series div (twice) at The Meadowlands. Dam of:

MARGHERITA ROSE (m, Walton Hanover) p, 3, 1:59.3h, 3, 1:56h-'03, BT 1:54.3s-03 ($113,811) 27 wins. At 2, winner of Magic Carpet Pacing Series leg at Flamboro Downs. Dam of DWS JACK p, 2, 2:00.2h, 4, 1:57.4h-12 ($19,923) etc.

ESCAPE EXIT (m, Arttscape) p, 2, 2:00.1h, 3, Q1:59.4f, 1:53.3s-08, BT 1:52.2s-08 ($110,016) 8 wins. At 2, third in Lucien Bombardier S. final at Hippodrome Montreal. Dam of:

SINGHAMPTON KENNY p, 3, 1:58.4h, 1:52.4s-18 ($115,966) etc.

DIRECTLY WEST (g, Western Hanover) p, 3, 1:56.3f-00, BT 1:56.2f-00 ($48,103) 14 wins.

WESTPORT WOMEN (m, Die Laughing) p, 3, 1:59.4h-'99, BT 1:57.02 ($38,871) 17 wins.

MAIT QUEST (g, Powerful Toy) p, 3, 1:56.3h, 4, 1:55.4f-08, BT 1:54.08 ($37,705) 3 wins.

BROWN BRIM (h, Pacific Fella) p, 3, 2:02.4h, 4, 1:56.2f-05, BT 1:55.11-07 ($36,099) 15 wins.

WESTERN VARLOCK (g, Totally Western) p, 3, 1:59.2h, 1:53.3f-11, BT 1:55.1h-11 ($26,302) 3 wins. As aged, third in Keith Long Memorial div at Ocean Downs.

PACIFIC OCEAN (g, Pacific Fella) p, 2, 2:04.2h, 3, 1:59h-03, BT 1:55.3f-04 ($18,931) 4 wins.

READY TO CLIMB (g, Three Wizzards) p, 2, 2:02.3h, 3, Q2:02.1s-02, BT 1:57.4s-02 ($17,425) 2 wins. At 2, winner of NY Bred LC at Buffalo, at Monticello; second in NY Bred LC at Yonkers; third in NY Bred LC at Vernon Downs.

RIVERBOAT WITCH (m, Riverboat King) p, 2, 2:11.2h-10, BT 2:02.1h-10 ($3,273) 1 win. At 2, winner of NY Fair S. div at Afton; second in NY Fair S. div at Elmira; third in NY Fair S. div at Elmira; at Historic Track. Cooler By A Mile (m, Shotgun Scott). Dam of Flashin The Miles. Now 2 etc.